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Introduction

A liquid alkali metal can be viewed as a dense plasma of
classical ions coupled to a nearly degenerate electron gas. In
such a system near freezing, the strength of the Dare ion-ion
coupling i s characterized by a value of the order of 200 for the
ratio between the mean potential energy and the mean kinetic
energy per ion! The corresponding ratio for the bare electronelectron coupling l i e s between 3 and 6, depending on the
particular metal! A primitive model of the liquid metal can be
constructed from the physical properties of i t s ionic and
electronic components i f they are assumed to be only weakly
coupled!.
In t h i s viewpoint Bohra and Staver calculated long ago the
speed of sound i n metals by screening the ionic plasma frequency
~
o 2 l/2
•Si = (47t?,Z e /fit) ' with the dielectric function of the electron
gas i n the long-wavelength l i m i t , £(k) -» 1 + k^/k 2 ! The argument
leads t o long-wavelength phonons with an acoustic-type dispersion
relation <^(k) = [^/&(k)] *-» ck, with a value c = (-^ Zm/Mj^v
for the speed of sound when the inverse screening length k i s
6

estimated from the equation of state of the ideal Ferrai gas,
2
1/2lce = (6ti§e
/£-)
• This simple estimate of c is in reasonable
£ if
agreement with experiment!
Many authors have developed this model in dealing with the
2
\
phonon dispersion curves

and the cohesive properties

of alkali

metals in the solid phase, and this work will be very briefly recalled
in section 2! The model leads to the introduction of effective
ion-ion pair potentials, that have subsequently been used with
A

success

in computer simulation studies of metals in the liquid

phase! In this scheme the liquid metal is effectively treated as
a monatomic liquid, except that one should pay attention to the
density dependence of the effective pair potential, arising from
the underlying system of conduction electrons!

We are instead aiming here at presenting a viewpoint of
liquid alkali metals which, in parallel with the solid-state work
mentioned above, preserves explicitly their constitution as liquids
of ions and electrons! The essential stimulus to the recent
developments along this line has come from the progress made over
the last decade in the understanding of classical ionic plasmas
at high density?

The main emphasis will be on the thermodynamic

and structural properties of the liquid alkali metals and their
alloys, but a brief mention of other interesting alkali-basea
liquids will be made in the last section.

2. Some results of electron ncreeninq theory for crystalline metals
phonon dispersion, curves, with a variety of inputs for the bare
At the simplest level of discussion the electron-ion inter-

electron-ion interaction and for the electronic dielectric

action is described by a model potential V" .(r) that is supposedly

function, have been carried out within thin scheme, but we focus

sufficiently weak to be treated by lowest order perturbation

for the present purposes on the calculations of Price ejt al for

theoryi An ionic density fluctuation ^{k,^) can then be viewed

the alkali metals, noting for later reference the following main

as an external disturbance on the homogeneous electron gas, which

points:

induces a polarization

(i) the phonon dispersion curves of each alkali metal can be
rather accurately described with the simple one-parameter form
proposed by Ashcroft

for V .(r),

where ^e(k,ed) is the linear density response function of the
electron gas, related to its dielectric function by

The adiabatic approximation for the electron-ion coupling is introduced by replacing ye(k,*i) in (2^1) "by its static value X (*•)•

or

<^wo-

(2:6)

total potential with which the ionic density fluctuation acts on

The parameter in this expression i s the 'core radius' r , at which

an ion can thus be written

a cut-off in the bare electron-ion Coulorab potential i s introduced

ve.

(2:3)

to mock up the effect of orthogonalization of the wave functions
of the conduction electrons to the occupied core states! This

which defines the effective ion-ion potential

simple scheme seems particularly appropriate for sodium and potassium, since the value of r

obtained from the phonon dispersion
c

as the sum of the bare ion-ion potential V.. (k) (for which we shall
2 2 2
take the Coulomb value 4nZ e /k ) and .of the indirect term v(k)
mediated by the conduction electron gas! The l a t t e r term i s
clearly dependent on the electron density 0 I
't

2,1 Phonon dispersion curves

curves agrees closely with values obtained from Fermi surface
properties and from the liquid metal resistivity.
(ii) the role of the indirect interaction v{k) in bringing the
dispersion curves from those of a bare Coulomb lattice to those of
the metal is crucial for the longitudinal phonons (as shown by the
Bohm-Staver argument: the 1A branch emerges from a cancellation of

The dynamical matrix of the metal can correspondingly be
2
written, following Toya , as the sum. of the dynamical matrix of
a Coulomb lattice on an inert neutralizing background and of the
contribution due to the indirect term v(k)! Many calculations of

the Coulomb singularities in the two terms of V e f f <k)) but only
minor for the transverse phonons, especially in the region of
k-space around the Brillouin zone centre!
For a recent discussion of effective interionic potentials in
metals, reference can be made to the review of Faber .

2^2 Cohesive energy

•thai; the expression for B contains an additional term arising

The corresponding expression for the cohesive energy of a v

from the density dependence of the effective ion-ion potential.

static ionic lattice screened by -the electron gas consists of

The same term appears in the expression for B only when one keeps

four terms :

account also of the shift in average potential felt by the electrons,
through a fourth-order perturbation calculation of the phonon
dispersion curves!

These are, respectively, the ground state energy E of the homog
geneoua electron, gas on an inert "background ana i t s shift EL.

At the level of the present discussion, therefore, the two
approaches to the bulk modulus cannot be consistent! Good agreement

. {the 'Hartree' energy) due to the average non-Coulomb part of

with experiment for the cohesive properties of the crystalline
alkalis, including the bulk modulus B, was nevertheless obtained

(

in ref. 6 with the values of the core radius r derived from the
c

for the Ashcroft potential);

phonon dispersion curves through an arbitrary increase of the
the Madelung energy of' the bare Coulomb lattice on an inert

value (2,8) for the Hartree energy by a factor l!218!

background,
t^" : ° W « -* ^fi/i)

(bcc lattice);
3. Electron screening theory for liquid metals

and the 'band structure* energy due to the indirect ion-ion
interactions,

i ^ £ v(G,)

• j
(Q. = reciprocal lattice vectors)!

We return to the discussion given at the beginning of section
(2^10)

The equation of state, determining the equilibrium lattice parameter, and the bulk modulus of the metal follow from {2.7) by
successive differentiations with respect to the ion density!

2 and think of the ionic density fluctuation S-J(k_,(»)) as a polarization induced by a weak external potential vf^kju) fictitiously •
applied to the ionic system! In terms of linear response functions
for the homogeneous fluid of ions and electrons we can write

An important question is" the 'thermodynamic consistency' of
the theory, lie', the equality between the value B of the bulk
modulus derived from the cohesive energy and the value B obtained

Comparison with eqn (2!l) for weak electron-ion coupling yields in

from the long-wavelength limit of the phohon dispersion curves!

the adiabatic approximation

Even if the electronic dielectric function used in the calculations
is thermodynamically consistent , agreement between B and B requires
the inclusion of non-linear effects of the electron-ion interactions.

The two values of the bulk modulus differ precisely in

Under the same assumption of weak coupling between iona and electrons, we can also describe the ion fluid polarization ?.(k,u)) as
that of a bare pin ana responding to an internal potential which

i s the sum of the external potential and of the potential due to

3^1 Compressibility by the method of lonfj waves

the electron fluid polarization:

The analysis of (3! 4) in the limit of long wavelength and
low frequency yields

Comparison with (3^1) and (3-2) yields1 1

longitudinal collective excitations with a

dispersion relation appropriate to sound waves attenuated by
viscosity! The value for the isothermal speed of sound agrees with
that obtained from the liquid-metal compressibility K_ as derived

In these expressions J(. (k,<->) is the density response function of

directly from (315) through the use of the Omst ein-Z ernike

a "bare ionic plasma on an inert background!

relation

..- The zeroes of /. (k,w) give the longitudinal collective modes
Of the liquid metal. Their discussion on the basis of eqn (3I4)
clearly parallels the theory of the phonon dispersion curves for

,
(3;7)

U

The l a t t e r approach involves the use of the long-wavelength form
for the structure factor of the OOP,

the Crystalline phase recalled in section 2^l! A connection with
structural properties of the liquid can also be established from
this equation in the static limit <^-*0, by virtue of the fluctuation12
dissipation theorem
which for a classical fluid relates directly

I*

^ fU \

it /

L ^ \~

<~»^-' N

$ "3 *ft^

and leads to the result

fA.T K - ( ^1 + ^. + ^tt-A

(3.8t

the static response to the structure factor describing the diffraction pattern of the liquid! One obtains for the structure factor

The first term on the right-hand side is the Bohm-Staver result,

S(k) of the liquid metal the expression

but k now is the inverse screening length of the interacting

where 50(k) i s the structure factor of the one-component classical

ionic plasma excitation and from the non-Coulombic term in the
14
bare electron-ion interaction. The numerical results obtained

plasma (OOP) on an inert background! Similarly, ecjn (3.2) yields

with the values of the core radius from the phonon analysis

for the ion-electron structure factor S . ( k ) , which describes the
linearly distorted electron density around an ion in the liquid,

discussed in section 2!l and the values of the 'inverse screening
15
length1 k. of the OOP derived from its free energy
ard reported

the expression

in table l! The good agreement with experiment shows that the

electron gas! The other terms arise from the dispersion of the

theory is giving a consistent account of sound waves in the liquid
and in the solid!
on the assumption that quantttm effects can bo neglected in this
We also note that (3*.6) in the long wavelength limit leads to

quantity. We shall hero continue the discussion for alkali metn.ls
in parallel with section 2, and only later take up the calculation.
of their structure in the present scheme.

In terms of the radial distribution functions g(r) and
(see (3'.12) and (3.13) below) thia can be rewritten as

;,-•

.-t-**-.**-

•%•

which expresses -the condition that the total (ionic plus electronic)
charge surrounding an ion mast be equal to the negative of the
charge of the ion (electroneutrality condition). A similar relation
exists between the clectrort-electron. structure factor in the liquid
metal and 3(k).

*>• V*'
The sane expression was derived by Price

by direct rjaalogy with

eons (2.7)_(2.10) for the solid. On the basis of the numerical
results for the colid, Price added to (3.15) a shirt of the

3.2 Cohesive pronerties

12 can be written

The internal energy per ion in the liquid metal

Hartree energy by an amount 0I218 E

(E. in the last term in

(3.18)). His numerical results for the solid and liouid phases
of sodium are reported in table 2: g(r) for the liquid was

where T. and T are the kinetic energies of ions and electrons in
the metal, the V's are the bare interaction potentials, and the

obtained from computer simulation!
Price also discussed the relation between the 'therniodynamic

g's are the radial distribution functions, related to the structure

bulk modulus' B obtained from E (column 4 of table 2) and the

factors by

'dynamic bulk modulus' B obtained from (3^7) (column 5 ) , The latter
is equivalent to the bulk modulus of a conventional inonatomic
liquid in which the density dependence of the interactions is

(with a similar expression for g (r)) and

absent - so that, in particular, only the term IL contributes,
(3:

For weak electron-ion interactions we can consider the switching
on of V. (r) as a process of polarization of the homogeneous electron

through the density dependence of g(r) and the r dependence of
V .£..£.(r) - while B involves also the density dependence of the
interactions.

gas by the ions in their fixed configuration as described by g(r).
By a standard result of linear response theory, one-half of the
energy gained by the interaction of the polarisation with the
polarizing field cancels against the 'quasi-elastic' energy spent
in creating the polarization, i , e.

4^ Structure* factor of liquid alkali metals
The use of eqn (3^5) at arbitrary wave number preliminarly
requires a qualitative understanding and a quantitative theory of
the structure of the OCPl. The strength of the interactions in this

Using (3^6) to eliminate g . ( r ) , the internal energy can thus be
written

model fluid, relative to'the kinetic energy, is measured by the
so-called plasma parameter T = Z e /(ak^T) with a = (4""f./3)""

•

For liquid alkali metals near freezing, this parameter takes values

where

11

12

21

in the range 150-2OO. V/e are thus interested in the structure of
modified

the strongly coupled O C P !

, however, by allowing for deviations from the Debye-

Htlckel form of the correlations in the range r ^-o1 , in such a
4.1 Structure of the PC? at strong coupling
Computer simulation work on the OCP shows

manner as to embody thermodynamic consistency and the known
that at strong

equation of state, while retaining the advantage of an analytic

coupling the Coulomb correlation hole surrounding each point

solution for 5 0 (k). An example of the accuracy attained by the

charge in the plasma In aharply defined, the radial distribution

theory is reported in figure l b y comparison v/ith computer simula-

function g o (r) being zero over a ranffe of r comparable with a

tion data at F = 160! The approach works with similar accuracy

and rising henceforth very sharply to reach its main peak in

over a wide range of F

correspondence with the first-neighbour shell! This qualitative

of penetration in the Coulomb hole are clearly indicated by

feature suggeoted to Gillan

computer simulation results at lower

the possibility of a theory in

vdiich the short-range correlations would be mocked up by endowing

t

but seems to fail for F <, 20: effects

P'a { ;$ 4 ) !

The qualitative point that we wish to stress again before

each point particle of the plasma vdth a hard-core diameter cr ,

proceeding is that the pair structure of the strongly coupled OCP

such that go{r) = 0 for r 4<r ! The imposition of this condition

is very closely described by that of a fluid of charged hard

for r =<r , and not just for r <«* , serves to determine the value

spheres, provided that the thermodynaaie properties ( the virial

of cr as a function of f and is crucial from the thermodynamic point

pressure, the free energy, and the 'compressibility sum rule')

of view: it ensures that the hard cores remain fictitious and do

are preserved!

not contribute to the virial pressure through hard-core collisions!

4.2 Structure of 1-iciuid alkali metals

This assumption on short-range correlations was combined by Gillan
with an assumption on the long-range correlations due to the

Equation (3! 5) as it stands is not a useful formula to apply
in the -wave number region of the main p-eak of S(lc)! This is most

Coulomb interactions, for which he took, in essence, the Debye20

simply seen by noticing that the second -term in the denominator

Htlckcl approximation for r ^Cf .

is negative-and attains here a magnitude of a few to several

These assumptions allow one to

obtain an analytic solution for the structural problem, in the

tenths of -unity, with an uncertainty by a factor of order 4 as gauged

form of an analytic expression for S0(lc) in terms of parameters

from different forms for the bare electron-ion interaction that

determined by the value of V !
The results of Gillan for the structure of the OCP are very

are available in the literature! The applicability of linear theory
in this region of wave number, which corresponds to the first

promising, but the approach is not thermodynamically consistent,

star of reciprocal lattice vectors in the crystal, is also open

in the sense already mentioned in ref! 15 above: it violates the

to serious question.

relation between k. in (3!8) and the corapressibility obtained
from the fr^e energy of the OCP. Shis approach has recently been

The simplest empirical modification that can be introduced
in (3.5) is

to omit completely the screening correction.for

13

wave number k above the first node of V. (k), corresponding to
kn='[l/(2rc)is 2 1 L for the Ashcroft potential in the alkali metals^

electronic screening. A similar comparison with neutron diffraction
27
data
for the variation in position and height of the main peak

This amounts to assuming that the structure factor of the liquia

with density in expanded rubidium is reported in figure 3« We stress

alkali metal coincides with that of the "bare ionic plasma 22 for
k 5 2 k p and thus, according to the discussion given just above for
the structure of the OOP, with.'that of a "bare fluid of charged
hara spheres. At lower wave numbers electron screening is instead

that no adjustment of parameters is involved in these calculations
and that in figure 3 and in the main part of figure 2 we are in
fact comparing properties of » bare OCP with experimental data
for a liquid metall

allowed to intervene, ultimately leading for k-» 0 to the behaviour
discussed in section 3ill
This simple empirical scheme yields very good agreement with
the available experimental data for the structure of the alkali
metals near freezing, although there is some indication (outside

5. Thermodynamic properties of liquid alkali alloys by the method
of long wavea

the likely uncertainty in the measured structure factors, which
The diffraction patterns of a binary mixture are described by

is not negligible in the region of the main peak of s(k)) that
some lowering of the value of P for the underlying bare plasma,
below the value that would be appropriate to the temperature and
density of the metal, may be needed for high quantitative accuracy^
This is not a major matter, however, and indeed to a first approximation one may assert that the values of F for the alkali metals
at freezing are all the same and equal to that value at which the
OCT is believed to freeze

three partial structure factors S

(k), related to the three

radial distribution functions for the various types of atomic
pairsl The extension of the Ornstein-Zernike relation (3^7) to
multi-component liquids was given a long time ago by Kirkwood and
Bufr '. In terms of the direct correlation functions c (k),
defined through the inverse of the matrix of structure factors "by

' '. This implies an approximate

scaling law'for the structure factors of the alkali metals at

the Kirkwood-Buff relations read

their respective freezing points, for k^aiCp, since the structure
factor of the OOP is a function only of ka at given F. The measured
5

structure factors of liquid Na, K and Cs at freezing satisfy this
25.
scaling ,
We illustrate the merits of this approach by reporting in
figure 2 the calculated temperature derivative of the structure

where jJ^is the chemical potential of the oi-th component and 3
denotes all the other components! For a binary alloy, in particular,1
the.

thermodyrtamic quantities in (5I2) can be related to its

isothermal compressibility, to the coefficient for the dependence

factor of potassium near freeaing against the X-ray diffraction

of the density on concentration, and to the 'concentration-concen-

results of Greenfield et al

tration structure factor* S

. The calculated temperature dependence

arises from that of the structure factor of the OOP and (at wave
numbers below ll2 i'1) from thermal expansion effects in the

, given by the second derivative of

the Gibbs free energy with respect to concentration c (c = c« =

15
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S=

(5.3)
•.c.u

This quantity describes the correlations between thermodynamic
fluctuations of concentration in the binary mixture, just as the
Ornstein-Zernike relation relates the correlations between thermodynamic density fluctuations to the compressibility! Deviations
of S c c from its value for an ideal solution (S

.thus

measure the degree of relative ordering of the components of the
mixture: an enhancement over S 1

ea

reflects a tendency to aegregar-

CQ

ions to Na ions in the alloying process, relative to a situation
in which the electron distribution in the alloy is kept uniform!
let us examine this problem from the point of view of electron
screening theory! The extension of eqn (3.4) to the binary alloy
yields the following results:
(i) the dynamical modes of the screened two-component plasma
at long wavelength and low frequency are

, in agreement with the

prediction of linearized hydrodynamics, a sound wave mode attenua-

•tion, while a depression reflects a tendency to 'alternation' of

ted by viscosity and by interdiffusion, as well as a relaxation

tho components (sublattice formation)I

mode of interdiffusion of the components;'

We focus for the purposes of the present discussion on the
Na-K alloy, for which all the necessary thermodynamic data have

(ii) the ionic partial structure factors are obtained

by

inversion of eqn (5.1), where

been available! Two main points have emerged from the analysis of
these data:
(i) the ionic partial structure factors as functions of concen29
30
tration
can be successfully fitted
by the model of conforraal
solutions, in which, in particular, S
has the expression

c ( k ) being the direct correlation functions of the bare ionic
plasma;
(iii) in particular for k~»0,

(5!7)
v/here w is the 'interchange free energy', a function of P and T

(iv) the electron-ion structure factors are given "by 3 2

(5.8)

but not of concentration;
(ii) the use of electroneutrality of the alloy allows one to
relate

(as in eqn (3.10) for the pure metal) the partial structure

factors involving the electronic component of the alloy to the

2
2
reducing to (5.5) for k-*O where X (k)-*-k /(4-ne ) and V, W •
In examining the contact of the theory with the thermodynamic
properties of the Ha-K alloy "through the Kirkwood-Buff formulae,

ionic partial structure factors.,

it is useful to focus on S
S

and S

are found to be strong functions of concentration, and

specifically 3 „

. since this quantity turns out to be
cc
extremely sensitive to the details of the theory. Equation. (5.7)
by
leads to an expression for 3 c c of the form (5.4), with w n

increases rc.pidly with concentration, starting

from either pure Na or pure Kj while 3

correspondingly docrensca!

In terms of tho corresponding electron-ion r'ulial distribution functions, this behaviour implies an olectrouic charge transfer fron K

(the indices 1 and 2 refer to Na and to Z, respectively).
The fir.it term on the ri£ht-hand side, whero v ? -

is the

difference in partial molar volumes of the components in the alloy,

•='»•

17

clearly represents the elastic work in the alloying process^ Its

The corresponding e.iiif L of core radii can be G:sti™ctcd in a
first approximation by the relation

value can be obtained directly from experimental data, since
|PtN-

rc* 1* s; constant .

(5.10)

This term alone is larger than the value of v; obtained30 from the
conformal-solution analysis of the data (w/k T^lll) by an order
of magnitude.
The second term in (5.3), on the other hand, gives the electronic contribution in the alloying process and clearly vanishes for

(5.12)

By introducing a second parameter in refinement of thic relation,
we have been able to fit with very high accuracy all the ther-odynamic data for the No-K alloy, namely K , P^/3c) _, and 3
1
1. , J. , I*
CC
ac functions of concentration. The valence shifts are found to fee
.small ( Sz IN a.« 0.2 for an isolated Na impurity in K metal, decreasing
with concentration to SZ

= 0 in Na metal) but clearly crucial

iia

2, = Zg, The corresponding calculation of the electron-ion structure
factors by (5.5) shows that the linear screening theory is comple-

for the problem at hand. Calculations of partial structure factors

tely missing the effect of electronic charge transfer from K to Na

at finite wave number, in relation to low-angle scattering data

in alloying, that we have pointed out abovei Similar conclusions

are now in progress.

have been illustrated recently

,

in relation to the formation of

chemical bonding in semiconductors^
>2
We have recently tried• to adjust empirically the formal
results of screening theory for the Ha-K alloy by allowing the
ionic valences in the electron-ion interaction to vary with concentration. The crucial point is that, if one considers an isolated

6. Some other alkali-based liquids
We briefly mention in t h i s concluding section two other types
of liquid systems of special topical interest, whose theoretical
treatment requires a detailed electron-ion modell

Na impurity in K metal, say, one would expect its electronic
screening charge to be concentrated in a volume close to that of
the sodium ion in sodium metal rather than in the average volume
per ion of the dilute alloyI When this consideration is combined
with the requirements that (i) the total number of conduction

6^1 Solutions of molten alkali metala and molten alkali haliden
The alkali metals and the alkali halides form true solutions
in the liquid state, with partial irascibility at lower temperatures
and a c r i t i c a l point above whic-h the two liquids become miscible in

electrons is not varying with concentration, (ii) the valence of
Na in Na metal is unity, 'and (iii) the valence shifts of the two
components must balance at c = l/2, one gets the simple relation
'*^<

(sin)

where v° and v° are the volumes per atom of the pure components
and A id a parameter.

•35.

any proportion . The simultaneous presence of a c r i t i c a l point
and of a metal-nonmetal transition i s a special reason for interest
in these systems!
At the metal-rich end of the phase diagram, the halogen X.is
believed

to be present in the solution as an X~ negative ionl

ionsl A s one moves away from stoichiometry by adding extra cesium,

IT

Its measured effect on the resistivity of the liquid metal

is

one thus expects qualitative similarities with the behaviour of

large. Interesting questions arc how such an ion is screened by

alkali metal -alkali halide solutions near the salt-rich end of the

the conduction electrons, the nature of its coordination shell

phase diagram. T h e existence of localized electron states i n a

of alkali ionr., and the origin of the lar^e contriNation to the

narrow range of concentration away from stoichiometry is indicated 44

resistivityI Preliminary results have been obtained on this

by HKR datai

probl em '.
At low metal concentrations the most interesting question
concerns the nature of the states of tne valence electrons of the
alkali atoms added .'to the molten alkali halide. An electronic

Extensive neutron diffraction,data on this liquid alloy at
various concentrations have been reported recently 45-. The behaviour
of the diffraction pattern at low scattering angles shows qualita-

contribution to the conductivity in the concentration range 0^01-0^1

tive changes occurring in the concentration range between 55?> and
°—1
cesium^ A shoulder in the diffraction pattern at kft:1.2 A ,

mol of metal has been approximately extracted from the experimental
37
data , and is found to be appreciable at these high temperatures

which can be associated with alternation of the components
characteristic of an ionic liquid

, is replaced by a strong enhance-

and to increase with temperature. These features are qualitatively
ment of the scattering for k - + 0 , as i n metallic alloys where the
consistent with a phenomenon of Anderson localization.

At still
conduction electrons can screen the concentration fluctuations of

lower concentrations (0^01 mol of- metal or less) broad bands of
40
optical absorption have been reported , whose peak frequency and

the components, Ytork o n t h e calculation of the structure of this
alloy is i n progress

width are correlated with those of the F-centre absorption band in
the alkali halide crystals. The existence of a bound electronic state
analogous to the P centre in a 'molten alkali halide to which an
alkali ion and a free electron have been added, with an excitation
spectrum in approximate agreement with the observations, have been
41demonstrated. ,
Extensive studies by neutron scattering techniques on some of
42 •
these systems h a v e been very recently reported by Jal .
6.2 Cesium-gold alloy
The behaviour of the electric conductivity and of the optical
absorption spectrum of this system

indicate that, at stoichiometrlc

composition, it should be viewed as an 'ionic liquid 1 (or, better,
aa a strongly polar semiconducting liquid) composed of Cs and Au

.
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Figure 1. Structure factor of the OCP at 1*= 160 (notice that the
vertical ser.le h'-.E "been onlc.r^ed by n factor 10 at low
v.'avenuiri'ocr). The dots ere ooiputer simulation results
(ref,

18), v.'hile the curves are theoretical results "b^.sod

on the charged-hard-spheres model, without (clashed curve)
and with (full curve) therrnodyncunic consistency. Fron
D'.K. Chr.turvedi _et a l , refl 21^
S'isure ?.'. Temperature derivative of SCO at constant pressure for
liquid potassium near freezing, compared with S-ray diffraction data of Greenfield at el (ref^ 26). From D^K^ Chatrurvedi _e_t ^ 1 , ref. 14.
Figure 3. Variation v.dth density of the position (top) Find height
, (•bottom) of the main peal: of 3(k) for liquid rubidium,
compared with neutron diffraction data of Block et al
(refi 27). From v'.K. Chaturvedi et^ a l , ref. 14-i
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